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People Success is about bringing 
your best self to work to do your 
best work 



People Managers and 

People Success

1. Manager priorities for the new world of work

2. A new view of manager's potential

3. Three critical manager enablers
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Start with Start with Start with Start with 
wellwellwellwell----beingbeingbeingbeing

Make space Make space Make space Make space 
for for for for everyoeveryoeveryoeveryonenenene

to belongto belongto belongto belong

Four manager priorities for the new world of work

Support Support Support Support 
remote and remote and remote and remote and 

hybrid teamshybrid teamshybrid teamshybrid teams

Foster Foster Foster Foster 
learnilearnilearnilearning and ng and ng and ng and 

growthgrowthgrowthgrowth



Start with well-being

92% 

of employees say it’s very or extremely 

important to have work conditions 

that keep them safe and healthy.



Why are managers so essential to wellbeing?

Well-being

The state of being comfortable, healthy or happy.The state of being comfortable, healthy or happy.The state of being comfortable, healthy or happy.The state of being comfortable, healthy or happy. To be our best 

selves, we need to focus on all aspects of our wellwellwellwell-beingbeingbeingbeing, 

including, physical, mental, financial, and social.

Empowerment
I am empowered to make 

decision regarding my work

Boundaries
I am able to disconnect from 

work during non-work time

Prioritization
I know what I should be 

focusing on right now

Purpose
The work I do at my company is 

meaningful to me

Manager Support
I can get the support I need 

from my manager right now



Make space for everyone 

to belong 94% 

of employees say it’s very or extremely 

important for their manager to help 

team 94% members feel that they 
belong



8YOUR PEOPLE AT THEIR BEST.

The Power of Belonging



Belonging begins with conversation
Managers are uniquely positioned to create space on the team agenda for conversations that 
create a sense of connection



Support remote and 
hybrid teams

94% 

of employees are interested in an 

ongoing ability to work remotely 94% 

at least some of the time.



Foster learning and 
growth 91% 

of employees say it’s very or extremely 

important for their manager to 

encourage learning and 
experimentation.



A new view of the 
manager's potential



Employees who recommend 

their manager are…

v/s those who do not 

recommend their managers 

More likely to be engaged

More likely to stay with the company

More likely to feel their company has a 

great culture

2.4x

2.3x

2.2x



Manager 1:1 is key to engaging the workforce; it has made 

employees more resilient during the overnight all-remote shift 
Employees who received prioritization supportreceived prioritization supportreceived prioritization supportreceived prioritization support from managers were 2.5x2.5x2.5x2.5x more 

likely to report maintaining their productivity levels with workmaintaining their productivity levels with workmaintaining their productivity levels with workmaintaining their productivity levels with work----life balancelife balancelife balancelife balance.

Low manager
1:1 time

High manager
1:1 time

Pre-remote shift 

Employees’ increase in work 

week hours 

-50%

-50%

-65%

https://insights.office.com/workplace-analytics/the-new-manager-11-nurturing-employee-resiliency-during-disruption-and-change/

Post-remote shift

Manager 1:1 time 

Microsoft Case 

Example



The conversation habit
Employees who had regular conversations with their manager:

As likely to say they 

receive effective 

feedback

As likely to say they 

have meaningful career

conversations with their 
manager

As likely to say they 

receive the support 

they need from their 
manager

2x 2x 1.3x



How can we help 
managers help 
themselves?



Manager burnout is real



Managers' many roles invite stress. Are they supported in developing 
the skills for each role?



Understand what 

motivates your 

managers

Source: Glint Survey Data, 2020; Since March 18th, Glint has collected 2.5+ million data points spanning 

over 600,000+ employee surveys . For internal, non-commercial use only. Provided under license from 
LinkedIn and subject to the LinkedIn Subscription Agreement and Service Terms.  

 

41%

35%

Doing challenging work that matches my skills

Feeling trusted to make work-related decisions

Building positive relationships with colleagues

Being publicly recognized for my work

None of the above

16%

6%

2%
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Learning and growth

Feedback

Power to act

Support managers with:

Three key 
manager 
enablers



Frequent feedback 
drives quality ongoing 
conversations and 
growth

1



“When I got my 360 Feedback report, I saw several 
points of feedback that I had expected to see. But 

there were definitely a few blind spots –like 

providing role clarity and helping others solve 

problems. I reflected a bit, and decided it makes 
most sense to work on improving “Clarifies Roles”. 

In the coming weeks, I will use my 1:1 time with my 

employees to have role conversations and address 

questions.

I also want to take a quick course on improving my 

skills at helping others solve problems.

““““
““““

Feedback in practice:



Learning tied to 
feedback links growth 
to the most relevant 
areas for that 
manager 
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Top 5 trending courses
for managers in 2020

Time Management: Working 

from Home

Communicating about 

Culturally Sensitive Issues

Remote Work 

Foundations

Tips for Working Remotely

Thriving @ Work: Leveraging the 

Connection Between Well-being

and Productivity

Manager’s who feel they have room to learn Manager’s who feel they have room to learn Manager’s who feel they have room to learn Manager’s who feel they have room to learn 

and grow are:and grow are:and grow are:and grow are:

3.43.43.43.4xxxx moremoremoremore likelylikelylikelylikely totototo bebebebe engagedengagedengagedengaged

3.23.23.23.2xxxx moremoremoremore likelylikelylikelylikely totototo staystaystaystay with with with with thethethethe organizationorganizationorganizationorganization



I put in 30 mins in my calendar to take a course on 
improving my storytelling skills to prepare for a 

huge presentation to my leadership team next 

week.

After delivering the presentation, I requested 

feedback from four people who joined the call. 

Looking at their feedback, I could see that I 

delivered clear points on overall goal and progress 
but needed to provide more clarity on who would 

be involved in next steps. Now I know what learning 

goal to set next!

““““
““““

Learning in practice:



Small shifts, 
underpinned by 
empowerment to act, 
can be transformative 
at scale
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3333xxxx
Managers who feel empowered to make Managers who feel empowered to make Managers who feel empowered to make Managers who feel empowered to make 

decisions are more likely to be engageddecisions are more likely to be engageddecisions are more likely to be engageddecisions are more likely to be engaged

2.52.52.52.5xxxx Employees who find their feedback is Employees who find their feedback is Employees who find their feedback is Employees who find their feedback is 

acted on are happier than work.acted on are happier than work.acted on are happier than work.acted on are happier than work.



“From the latest engagement survey results I can 
see that my team is engaged and happy to work 

here. But they are challenged with adjusting to our 

new structure and collaborating with others. In our 

team discussion, we choose to work on 
collaboration. We decided to try a small 

improvement idea in the next few weeks before we 

check in on how this is going.”

““““
““““

Action in practice:



Simple habits 
sustain progress

How can your 
organisation 
support 
manager habits?



Thank you


